
§9. UNIQUENESS OF THE NEXT EXTENDER

In §11 we shall construct an extender sequence E such that L[E] ^= "there is

a Woodin cardinal, and every level Jg of L[E] is a 1-small coremouse". The
sequence E will be defined by recursion. The recursion is substantially more
subtle than it is for sequences of measures, but the basic idea is still to define
EΊ by recursion on 7, by making EΊ be the least extender which can be added

to the sequence E \ 7 so that the extender sequence remains good. Part of the
strategy will be to pick EΊ without regard to the initial segment condition and
then prove that in fact it does satisfy the initial segment condition as well. We
would like to show that there is always only one possible choice of EΊ for each

7, so that if p is the natural length of EΊ \ p and G of length 7' is its trivial
extension then G, being a legal choice for £7y, must in fact be EΊ>. Of course
this ignores the second alternative in the initial segment condition, but more
important we are unable to prove this uniqueness: so far as we know there could
be one choice of types I or III and a second of type II. In this section we will
prove uniqueness for types I or III, and in section 11 this will be used for the
case when p is a cardinal in L[S\. In section 10 we will prove a related result

which will apply in the cases when p is not a cardinal in L[E].

The standard method for showing uniqueness of the next extender on the se-
quence involves Doddages and comparison of a Doddage with itself. The method
originates in Mitchell's [M74R], see also [D]. We need only a simple sort of
Doddage, dubbed by Jensen a bicephalus. A bicephalus is like an active pre-
mouse, except that it has two predicates corresponding to two candidates for a
last extender. By comparing bicephali with themselves we show that in suffi-
ciently iterable bicephali, these candidates are not distinct.

Unfortunately, when we want to form an ultrapower of a bicephalus whose last
extenders differ in type, we have a problem. We may want to squash for the
sake of one extender, but if we do so it is not clear how to carry along the other.
This is the reason we will also need the alternative technique from section 10.

The first problem in dealing with bicephali will be to verify that when we form
the ultrapower of a bicephalus both of whose last extenders are of type III, the
squashing procedures in the two cases are consistent with one another. We shall
verify this now, in Lemma 9.1.

If M is an active ppm then VM is just the the natural length of the extender
coded by FM, that is if M is of type II or III then VM is the strict sup of its
generators, while if M is type I, then ι/M = (κ+)M.)

Lemma 9.1. Let M be a type HI ppm, and G an extender over M with crit G =
K, < VM . Let P be the uttrapower of M via G, where functions in \M\ are used,
and let i : M —>P be the canonical embedding. Assume P is well founded. Let
v* = supi"vM. Then
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(a) ι/* = sup of generators of Fφ'.

(b) Let 7 = (I'*)*", or 7 = OR** i/P f= (ί/*)+ rfoesn'* exist Lei

Then Q is a type III ppm. and Qs« = Ult0(Λίβί,G).

Remarks. (1) P is defined more carefully at the beginning of §4. It is to be
constructed without squashing.

(2) According to (b), the structure Q is equal to the structure Ult0(Λί,G).

(3) If i/* = i(vM), then 7 = ORP, so that P = Q.

(4) If i/* < ifi/*1), then 7 < OR7* since 1(1̂ ) is a cardinal of P. Part (a)
of 9.1 then tells us that P is not a ppm, as it violates the bounded generators
clause of "good at ORP". (It also violates the initial segment clause.) Roughly
speaking, its last extender Fr was added too late; it should have been added at
j. Replacing P by Q, which is the net effect of squashing, amounts to adding
Fφ at 7.

PROOF OF 9.1. (a) Notice that for ζ < ι/M, ξ is a generator of FM iff i(ζ) is a
generator of Fr. The reason is that FM Γ (( + 1) € |Λ4|, and the fact that ζ is
a generator is a ΣO fact about FM \ (ζ + 1). Thus i/* is a sup of generators of
Fp

y and we need only show that no η > v* is a generator of Fp.

So let v* < η < ORP. We want to find α C i/*, a finite, and ft G |P| such that

Let 77 = [6, /]£*, where 6 is a size n set of coordinates of G and / € |Λ4| and
dom / = [/c]n. It will be enough to find maps ΰ »-> αc and ΰ >-*• Λ f i, both in \M\,
such that

(i) for Gb a.e. ϋ, /(ΰ) = [a0,fto]^

and

(ii) \J{ αδ : ΰ G [/c]n } is bounded in VM .

(We can then take α = [6, Aϋ αo]̂ 1 and ft = [6, Aΰ-fto]^. Because FM is weakly
amenable over M we have enough of Los' theorem to show this works. We omit
the details.)

Now as / G \M |, the coherence condition on FM implies that / G Ult(Λί, FM).
Let

/=[e,^

where c C ι/M is finite and g G \M\. For any ϋ = {t/i un} € [/c]n, set
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So the map ΰ H + αc is in Λί, and condition (ii) above holds.

Let αfi = {<*ι αj} in increasing order. Let c = {ak0 c*te} and ϋ =
{<*mo * αm,} in increasing order. If ϋ = {vi wj} is any sequence, given
in increasing order, then we will write v? = {vjeQ v*.} and VQ = {vmo vm,}.
Note that the map (v, ΰ) ι-+ (v§ , v£) is in M. Now set, for ΰ £ [/c]n and v in the
space of

(Take ΛO(V) = 0 if this doesn't make sense; it makes sense F£ a.e.) Clearly the
map ϋ^ hΰia in \M\. We need only verify condition (i).

Let j : M -+ Ult(Λ<, FM) be the canonical embedding. Then

= j(ί)(c)(δ) = /(«),

as desired.

(b) Clearly, Ult0(ΛΊ8ί,G) = (J^,^Er \ v* ,Fr \ i/*). This structure is
for some type III ppm ft, by results of §3. We decode ftp from ftsί by taking
Ult0(ft8ί,F^ \ z/*) and cutting off at its (ι>*)+. By (a), this is the same as
taking Ulto(Λ8ί, Fτ) and cutting off. As Fτ coheres with the T> sequence, this
gives us Q. D

DEFINITION 9.1.1. A bicephαlus is a structure

such that Bo = ( jf , €, ̂  f α, F) and »ι = (jf , G, ̂  f α, G) are both premice,
and either

(a) both ®o and 58ι are of type II

or

(b) neither 95o nor 9$ι is of type II.

Remark. As the reader may have noticed, the distinction between types I and
II is not very important elsewhere - here it is.

If both Q5o and 2$ι are of type II we say C has type II. Otherwise 95 has type
III.

We let FO* and F? be the two last extenders of ».

Certain notions appropriate for premice - e.g. J*, agreement below 7- extend
to bicephali in an obvious way.
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Suppose 05 and A are bicephali, and G is an extender from the ^-sequence such
that crit G = K. Suppose P(κ) Π |03| = P(κ) Π \A\. Suppose also that if 03 is
type III, then /c < i/®0. (Notice that ι/®° = ϊ/®1 = largest cardinal of 03, in the
case 03 is of type III.) Suppose Ult0(030,G) and Ult0(03ι,G) are wellfounded,
and hence premice of the same type as 2$o and 03ι. We claim there is a unique
bicephalus C such that CQ = Ult0(03o,G) and C\ - Ult0(Si,G). If 03 is of type
II this is obvious, so suppose 03 is of type III.

Suppose one of 03o and 03ι in of type I. If both are type I, there is no problem.
Suppose e.g. 03o is type I while 03ι is type III. Then j/®1 = (/c"*")95, where /c
is the critical point of the last extender of 2Jo, i.e. of F$;. (For v*1 is the
largest cardinal of OSi in the type III case, and (/c+)®° is the largest cardinal of
03o in the type I case.) But then if ί is the canonical embedding from the full
ultrapower of 03ι by G, using all functions in |03ι|, then i is continuous at i/®1.
So by Lemma 9.1, the squashed and unsquashed ultrapowers of 03ι coincide.
This gives us the desired <£ι at once.

Now suppose both 03o and 03ι are of type III. Recall that if M is a type III
premouse, then Ult0(Λ4,G) is the unique Q such that Q** = Ult0(Λί8ί,G). It
will be enough to show that OR Π Ult0(B0,G) = OR Π Ult0(#i,G), and that
Ulto(030,G) agrees with Ult0(03ι, G) below ORΠUlt0(β0,G). But now let T> be
the full ultrapower via GofB formed using all functions in |β|, and i: B —*• V the
canonical embedding. By Lemmaθ.l we see ORnUlt0(#0, G) = (sup i"i/e°)+p =
ORnUlto(/?ι,G), and that the necessary agreement holds.

So we may define

DEFINITION 9.1.2. In the situation described above, Ult0(03,G) is the unique
bicephalus £ such that <£o = Ult0(030,G) and <£ι = Ult0(03ι,G).

Notice that if B is type II, we have a canonical i : 03 —> Ulto(03,G) which is
rΣi elementary (in the obvious sense.) If 03 is type III we get an embedding
i : 038ί —» Ult0(03,G)8ί - which is qΣi elementary. We get an embedding i :
03 -> Ult0(03, G) in the case Ult0(03, G) happens to be the full ultrapower of 03
by G, using all functions in (031. This happens when the canonical embedding
of 03 into the full ultrapower, call it i, is continuous at ι/®°. That is, this
happens when 03 \= cof (i/®0) φ /c, where K = crit G. Notice in this regard
that if 03 |= cof (ι/®°) = «, and £ = Ult0(03, G), then £ |= cof (ι/e°) = /c, since
ί/€° = sup i" v*°. This implies that along any branch of an iteration tree on 03,
the natural embeddings map 03 into Ulto(03, G) in all but at most one instance.
This is because we can hit a given /c at most once along any branch.

The notion of a 0-maximal iteration tree generalizes in an obvious way to trees
on bicephali, so we shall just mention a few points. Let 03 be a bicephalus; a
0-maximal iteration tree on 03 is a system

Ί = (T, deg, D, (EQy <B* +1 \a + l<β))

together with associated models 03α and embeddings iafi : 03α —* 030 defined
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whenever aTβ and [c*,/?]τ Π D = 0. We have Q50 = 55. One can build T freely
at successor steps except for the following restrictions:

Let T-pred(α + 1) = /?, and crit J£α = /c. Then we must have lh#α > Ih-B,,, all
17 < α, and

/? = least £ < a such that /c < sup of generators of Eξ .

Let

7 =largest η such that ̂  * exists and

P(«)n|J,T'|C|»e|;

then α -f 1 G D O ι77

 ft is a proper initial segment of 930, and

de (a lϊ- ί ° ίf l°'α+1ίτΠJ5 = 0'
[ largest Jfe s.t. /c < p$f, for Af = JΊ

 β , otherwise

and

Finally, if n = deg(α -1-1), then

and if a + 1 £ D we have a canonical embedding *0,α+ι : ®/J ~~* ®α+ι

This last statement is not true in the case when 930 is of type III and i/®* has
cofinality K in 930. In this case we let t0,α+ι be the canonical embedding of

We also have an embedding i*+1 — * ®α+ι, again with a possible exception in
the type III case, when we may only have i*+1' : (2J£+ι) * -* (93α+ι)8ί.

If λ < θ is a limit, then D Π [0, λ]τ must be finite. Moreover the special case
referred to above will only occur finitely often, so that domi*+1 = |®α+ιl f°Γ

all but finitely many a + I G [0,λ)τ». Thus the direct limit of the models 930
under the maps i0ι7 for /?, 7 in [/?o, λ) for some /?o € [0, λ) exists; and we require
that 93λ be this direct limit.

Remarks.

1. If [0, a + l]τ Π D -φ 0, then 2Jα+ι is a premouse rather than a bicephalus.
Moreover, one can see by an easy induction that 93£+1 is deg(α + 1) sound,
whenever [0, α + l]τ Π D φ 0. Also, if 7 + ITα + 1 andD Π (7 + 1, α + l]τ = 0,
then deg(7 + 1) > deg(α -h 1).

2. By coherence and the fact that Ih Ea increases with α, we get the counterpart
of Lemma 5.1; 930 agrees with 93α below Ih Ea, for all β > α, and lhEa is a
cardinal of 930 for all β > a.
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The notion of a simple iteration tree generalizes in an obvious way to trees
on bicephali. We can then define k-iterability for bicephali just as we did for
premice.

The notion of 1-smallness generalizes in the obvious way: a bicephalus 05 is
1-small iff both 05o and 05ι are 1-small. The uniqueness theorem 6.1 generalizes
in an obvious way. (We have no analog of 6.2, strong uniqueness. In general, we
don't care about the Levy hierarchy over bicephali.)

The main theorem about bicephali is that there aren't any interesting ones.

Theorem 9.2. Let 05 be a 1-small, l-iterable bicephalus. Then F<P = F/8.

PROOF SKETCH. We compare 93 with itself in such a way that the comparison
process can only terminate if F^ = Fj3. But iterability implies that the process
terminates, so F* = Fj8.

Let T and U be the 0-maximal iteration trees on 05, with models <£α and Ί>a, built
by the method of "iterating the least disagreement". Notice that if F* φ Fj*
then it is guaranteed that there will be such a disagreement, since even if the

bicephalus <£tt = (J.~, £, E, F, G) is matched to Va except for the final extenders
F and G then each of F and G would have to agree with whatever is on the Ί)Q

sequence at 7 (or possibly to both of the final extenders of "Pα), and if F and G
are different then they cannot both agree with the same extender.

At limit steps λ, we stop the construction unless T \ X and U \ X are simple.
In the latter case, we let [0, X)τ and [0, X)u be the unique cofinal wellfounded
branches of their respective trees, and continue.

Suppose the construction never stops because we reach a A such that one of
T \ X and U \ λ is not simple. Then the proof of 7.1 shows that we must reach
a θ such that <tβ is an initial segment of T>$, or vice-versa. (So the construction
stops at θ.) Say <£$ is an initial segment of IV By the proof of 7.1, there's no
dropping on [0,0]τ [Otherwise <£$ is unsound, so <£$ = ίV So ίu (^), the core
of £0, is ££+ι f°Γ some α +1 G [0, θ)u. This is too much agreement at an earlier

stage.] Thus <£* is a bicephalus. If Fζ* φ Ff*, then <£* cannot be on initial
segment of T>β\ at worst, one of FQ° and Ff* will participate in a disagreement

with Ί>θ. So Fξ = Ff«, so FO* = Ff.

Suppose we reach a λ s.t. e.g. T \ X is not simple. Let 6 and c be distinct
cofinal wellfounded branches of T \ X. Suppose e.g. OR*6 < OR5C. Let
6 = δ(Ί \ λ) = sup {lh££ | a G λ}. The proof of Claim 1 in the proof of
6.2 shows IhF < δ for all extenders F from the (£5 sequence. Clearly, then,
δ = sup {IhF : F from the (£5 sequence}. As Co = 05 has a maximum length
realized by extenders on its sequence, Dr Π 6 φ 0. Thus £& is unsound. On
the other hand, the proof of Claim 2 in/a the proof of 6.2 shows <£& is an initial
segment of <£c Thus <£& = <£c, and Dτ Π c •£ 0. But then the proof of Claim 4
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in the proof of 6.2 yields a contradiction.

Thus we can never reach a λ such that one of T \ λ and U \ λ is not simple.
This completes the proof. D




